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Disclosure

My experience of creating scientific posters is of an insufficient sample size 

to claim any expertise (n=3), but I hope you find it useful 



My first scientific poster 
(pre- creative revolution)

• Not an unsuccessful poster

• “Professional” and “academic” layout

• Shows I did a lot of important work

• No idea what we learned from this 

work?

• A lot of effort needed from the reader

• Generally a bit boring to look at



My third scientific poster
(post- creative revolution)

• An improved poster, but not a perfect one

• More use of images

• Varied the layout

• Key finding highlighted and can be viewed 
from a distance

• Something a bit different, that got people 
talking

• Cross breed: Infographic and better poster

• Poster prizes at YSM and RSS 2019

(My second one is at the end of the slides, if you’re interested)



The creative revolution 2019

• Better Poster movement initiated by Mike Morrison 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RwJbhkCA58

• Motivated by the fact very few people were 

actually enjoying poster sessions (presenters and 

attendees)

• Less is more, focus on key messages

• Importance of plain English

• Provide access to a more detailed version if needed

• Interpretations of this movement can be viewed on 

Twitter using the #betterposter hashtag

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1RwJbhkCA58


Key takeaways from the #betterposter
movement for me

1. There’s no “standard” scientific poster format anymore

2. To think more about the takeaway messages

3. The more information my poster contains the less accessible it becomes

4. I do not need to prove my intelligence, I need to think more about the 

audience

5. Other people like images too, they are much easier to digest

6. Everyone else was finding poster sessions stressful too



Don’t forget 

the basics: 

Your contact 

detailsDrawing 

people in with 

key words

Title still a 

good size and 

readable from 

a far



Key finding in 

straight-

forward 

language

I like using images as backgrounds

Icons and 

changing 

the 

presented 

layout of 

results

Tables are 

boring



My top tips/reminders for creating a poster

1. Do not be afraid to mix it up, there is no one-size-fits-all poster

2. Make it really simple for attendees to understand

3. Do not just create a large print of your paper

4. Use more images and icons, even as backgrounds

5. Make small steps, nothing is ever perfect first time round

6. Being creative does not make you any less professional

7. Gain feedback from peers



First step: Get inspired by the #betterposter Twitter

Dr. Amy Burgin 

@burginam
Nhi Hin, @NhiHin

Shanice Mah

@shanicemah

! Reminder that funders like their logos in specific places, so double check that before you 

get your heart set on a particular layout

Your peers are your inspiration, not your competition



Available/free resources
You do not need any fancy software 

The noun project

https://thenounproject.com/

Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/

! Ensure you acknowledge the creatives behind any icon/photograph you use in your poster

https://thenounproject.com/
https://unsplash.com/


Share far and wide!

Twitter is a portal to much larger 

academic audiences

I didn’t want to do this at first, but I am so 

glad I did! Video summaries can attract 

more attention at the conference and 

online to discuss your work.

But, what to say?!

No more than a couple of minutes to 

explain who you are, what project the 

work was contributing to, what the 

objectives were and what you found.



Thank you for listening

Any questions?
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My second research 
poster for reference

Objective: to create a lay poster of 
my research

Not too sure how this was perceived 
but I enjoyed making it ☺


